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Dunes are an integral part of the total 

beach system, which includes areas 

extending several hundred metres 

off shore to water depths of several 

metres. Over time, individual sand 

grains can spend time in all parts of this 

system.  

Frontal dunes are formed when dry 

sand that is blown landward from the 

beach is trapped by vegetation. The 

dune forms a reservoir of sand, which 

the beach can then draw on. In this 

way, dunes are like a savings account 

for the beach. During storms, sand is 

moved off shore, and forms a bar, which 

helps to dissipate the increased wave 

energy.

 

Over periods of decades, the seaward 

face of the dune can fl uctuate by 15-30 

metres associated with storm erosion 

and recovery. Larger changes can occur 

near estuary and river entrances. It 

follows that a good dune width should 

be maintained to accommodate these 

natural changes. 

At some pocket beaches, such as Hahei, 

the beach and dune sands are just a 

veneer over older surfaces and can 

be almost completely stripped during 

severe storms.

Excerpt taken from ‘Fragile’, to get your 

own copy contact Sam Stephens on 

Environment Waikato’s freephone 

0800 800 401.

Beachcare education: 

storm erosion and recovery

As the beach recovers, dry sand is blown landward and trapped by sand binding vegetation to 

repair the eroded dune. Natural dune repair depends on a good cover of native sand binding grasses, 

such as spinifex and pingao. If there are no suitable sand binding grasses on the seaward face of the 

dune, sand will not be trapped and little natural dune repair will occur.

During periods of prolonged settled weather, sand builds up on the visible part of the beach, 

including the dune. 

During major storms, waves erode the beach and the most seaward dune, often leaving a near 

vertical erosion scarp cut in the face of the dune. The eroded sand is deposited off shore in the surf 

zone, where it forms shallow bars that help dissipate the high storm wave energy.

After the storm, gentler wave action moves sand back to the shore, slowly rebuilding the beach.

Signifi cant dune 

erosion can occur 

in a few hours, 

but it can take 

years for the dune 

to fully recover.




